The virtual and hybrid event platform to engage and inspire
Technology created by event organisers. For event organisers

angel.events
your event partner
Angel Business Communications
was established in 1981 and is a leading businessto-business (B2B) media, conference, awards and
exhibition organiser. Serving a wide range of markets
worldwide, our creative and highly skilled teams provide
quality service to many hi-tech industries.
We pride ourselves on customer service and business
retention, with our forward-thinking approach to
marketing solutions utilising leading-edge platforms.
These include everything from mobile apps and
technology, to online, digital and traditional print media.
Angel Business Communications has been at the
forefront of the online revolution in business publishing
and its leading brands all embrace a web-first approach
to news and comment, complemented by a powerful
multi-media offering and an imaginative integration with
social media.

angel.events is the events division of Angel

Business Communications - we have developed
connect – a leading virtual event platform. We also offer
registration, badging and lead collection software and
we are an independent full-service event management
company, specialising in end-to-end event project
management and international venue finding.
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As the coronavirus pandemic gained momentum in March this
year, governments across the world introduced a variety of
lockdown measures which had a massive, negative impact on
many industry sectors. None more so than the events industry.
Conferences, seminars, exhibitions all closed down.
Ever resilient, events companies looked at moving their physical
events online, and the virtual event ‘gold rush’ was born.
However, as many organisations discovered, many, if not all,
of the available off-the-shelf event platform software packages
were far from flexible, and the after sales support left much to
be desired.
Having investigated a number of these virtual event platforms,
and found them wanting, Angel Business Communications,
a major UK-based event organiser, decided to build its own
solution. Called “Connect”, this virtual event platform has
already been used by the company to host several its own
highly successful events.
Recently, specialist IT events organiser EVITO ran a series of
six conferences and exhibitions for a leading client in the open
source arena and have more events confirmed before the end
of the year using the platform while several organisations in the
semiconductor and quarrying industries are using the virtual
platform to run major events in the near future (one of which
has 500+ exhibitors!).
Angel Business Communications CEO, Sukhi Bhadal, explains:
“We have so far flipped a number of our physical events into
a virtual event and we have more of our events planned over
the next few months. With current social distancing guidelines,
we just don’t believe we can host a physical event in 2020 and
probably a fair way into 2021. We are now offering this platform
to the wider industry and we would love the chance to show
you what it can do for your virtual and hybrid events”
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The platform
Virtual platform features at a glance

Agenda

Live & Recorded Streams

Networking

Audience Chat / Q&A

1 to 1 and group Video calls

Group Chat

Real Time Exhibitor Insight

Al Recommendations

We are unique
Our USPs that make us different

40 years experience

Customisation

We are event organisers, who have developed
the platform. We know how events work!

We have made it easy to customise the
platform so that it suits your event perfectly.
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Expert Help
Our team provide their expert help in putting
your event together, before, during and after
the event.

Full platform features
Multiple days and multiple tracks which can be live, semi live or pre-recorded

‘My Event’ section to include:

Registration for delegates, which can include payment gateway

Personalised schedule

CMS to manage registrations

Virtual delegate bag

Processing of registrations, including confirmation emails, event reminder emails

Favourite exhibitors

No limits to number of attendees

Accepted connections

Our team can help guide speakers through recording their presentation, through
a recorded demo, documentation or live on the day help

My messages

Tagging of content, exhibitors and attendees. The platform then uses Artificial Intelligence
to recommend content, exhibitors and attendees

My meetings

Event platform to include:

Users will be able to see when attendees/exhibitors are online

Live chat and video calls

Social wall where delegates/exhibitors can live chat

Uploaded videos, pdfs and company documents

Media room option. Media partners can have a digital booth where they can upload their
content and arrange live video meetings

Autoplay intro video on first visit

Demo area/product zone where exhibitors can have videos

Social media integration

Exhibitors have their own portal, to track visitors their booth and downloads documents.
Exhibitors also use the portal to upload their assets to their booth

Book a meeting option, where attendees can book a time slot

Organisers will have their own portal where they can see visitors to the portal plus
exhibitor statistics. Organisers will use their portal to set up the exhibitors

Branding to follow exhibitors colour scheme

Angel Business Communications staff live on the days of the event, to make
sure everything runs smoothly

Event platform to be live 3 weeks before event, so networking and meetings
can be booked beforehand
Event platform live 3 months on-demand
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E: enquiry@angel.events

T: +44 (0)2476 718 970

The value of an event organiser designing a virtual event platform cannot be overestimated. As the platform features demonstrate, there’s an intuitive
understanding of how an online event needs to function, with support being a major part of the process. Next year virtual/hybrid will become more
relevant and the “Connect” platform will cater for this.

Fedback from one of our happy customers
It’s no exaggeration to say that plenty of Angel Business
Communications’ existing client base have had what can only
be described as bad experiences attending virtual events hosted
on a range of other platforms – to the extent that some have now
issued a blanket ban on what they
see as a waste of marketing spend.

team
at Angel we have now found the best solution for
them.”

However, those companies who have engaged with Connect,
either for the events Angel has run itself, or those run for third
parties, have been universally impressed.

Paul continues: “I was confident that Connect gave us a virtual
event platform that we could stand behind and we have already
run a series of very successful events across Europe and
our clients have been delighted with the performance of the
platform, and the attendee feedback has been almost universally
positive.”

Paul Trowbridge, Managing Director of EVITO comments: “The
Connect virtual event platform has opened up new opportunities
for us, who, like most event organisers, was impacted severely
by the pandemic and resulting lock-downs. We looked at a wide
range of virtual event platforms that didn’t reach the price point
or functionality that our clients required but in working with the

With no immediate end in sight to various flavours of local,
regional, or national lockdowns, and with social distancing very
much the new normal, virtual events are going to be here for
some time yet.
“We don’t see virtual events ever replacing physical events, nor
would we want them to. However, they have been a great interim
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way for us to keep our communities connected, networking and
learning, whilst physical travel and gatherings are not possible,”
says Sukhi Bhadal,
CEO of Angel Business Communications.
He adds: “We are not a software company, we are an events
company which has had to develop a software platform for our
own virtual events. We are now offering
this to other event organisers. Over and above the
Connect software platform, we offer our expertise to put together
and run the virtual event. We know what is needed and provide
maximum support to ensure a successful virtual and hybrid
conference, exhibition or a combination of the two.”

To find out more, ask a question or arrange
a demo of the connect platform contact us:

Get in touch
We are looking to partner with event organisers who are looking for a bespoke solution for their events, which
is fully customisable, adaptable and built to fit the unique requirements of their event.

Sukhi Bhadal
Chief Executive Officer
T: +44 (0)2476 718970
E: enquiry@angel.events

We support your events with expertise and personality. The foundation of our principals means we value each
and every one of our customers, and treat your events with the time, focus and detail that they deserve.

: The virtual and hybrid event platform to help you engage and inform.
Technology built by event organisers. For event organisers
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